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Bedrooms: 3

Lot size: 70.4-161.3

Price: 24200000

Year built: 2025

Phuvista Pool Villa Nai Thon is a new villa development venture by a successful real estate
developer with a proven track record in various Thai destinations. Nestled along a gentle hill slope,
this project is enveloped by lush greenery, creating a serene atmosphere that sets the stage for
elevated living.

A total of 11 distinctive pool villas will grace this development, each occupying different plot sizes
and elevations. This variety ensures a diverse range of vistas and ambiences. The villas themselves
span between 2 to 4 stories, with sizes ranging from cosy to expansive. Every villa is equipped with a
double or quarto carport, tailored to its type and dimensions.

On the exterior, the design exudes ultra-modern aesthetics, characterized by rounded corners that
lend a unique touch to the architecture. Inside, the interiors mirror this style with chic designs and
tasteful decorations.

Natural light floods every room and bedroom, courtesy of large floor-to-ceiling glass windows. Each
bedroom boasts an ensuite bathroom, and some even grant direct access to the swimming pool,
terraces, or balconies, providing the perfect setting for outdoor relaxation and basking in refreshing
breezes. The master bedroom takes luxury up a notch with its spaciousness, complete with a private
living area, and an ensuite bathroom featuring a separate bathtub and shower.

For those who relish culinary endeavours, the functional kitchen awaits, and certain villas also
feature a pantry—ideal for preparing and storing food for family and guests. Outdoors, the unique
swimming pool designs cater to diverse preferences, while the generously sized terraces offer an
inviting space for social gatherings, parties, or simply unwinding in style.
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